©2015 Onni Group, Inc. This information has been obtained from sources believed reliable. We have not verified it and make no guarantee, warranty, or representation about it. Any projections, opinions, assumptions, or estimates used are for example only and do not represent the current or future performance of the property. You and your
advisors should conduct a careful, independent investigation of the property to determine to your satisfaction the suitability of the property to your needs. Items on this plan may be considered above standard and are at the cost of the tenant, unless otherwise indicated per the signed lease. Dimensions subject to variation pending on-site field
verification.

SUITE: 340

RSF: 1,742

AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION
2
OFFICES...................................................					
1
RECEPTION.............................................		
				
CONFERENCE ROOMS......................... 1
KITCHEN/BREAKOUT ........................... N/A
OPEN WORK AREA................................ +/- 3
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Not to scale, furniture and appliances not included
SUITE 360
RSF: 4,896

10635 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
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For leasing information please contact:
Scott Menkus
Josh Bernstein
310.595.2211
310.228.1425
scott.menkus@cushwake.com
josh.bernstein@cushwake.com

Pete Collins
310.595.2227
pete.collins@cushwake.com

